Agora Awards
LANGUAGE: English
EDITION #: 1
FESTIVAL TYPE: App Festival
CATEGORIES: #Shortfilm2021, #Documentary2021, #MusicVideo2021, #PlanetEarth2021
MAX. DURATION: 10 min.
PRIZES: $85,000
ENTRY FEE: No
PRODUCTION DATE: Any Date
WEBSITE: www.agoraawards.com
INSTAGRAM: @agora.awards
APP : https://bit.ly/2ZQ8Rty (Google Play, Apple Store)
CONTACT: jose.lopez@agoraimages.com
ADRESS: Sequia Comtal 11, 08018, Barcelona (Spain)

Description
Agora is a Global Talent Award App made to promote creators.
Participate in our video awards and win visibility, support, recognition and community.
You can download Agora App for free in the Play Store or the Apple Store.
https://bit.ly/2ZQ8Rty

How it works?
Agora will select 100 movies of each category and the users will vote to choose the Hero in
a system of six elimination rounds. The festival will take place in our app.
How to participate?
You can submit your movie via this platform.
It is not mandatory to download the app to submit your film.
If your film has been pre-selected or selected, we will inform you of the following steps.
If you want to know more about Agora, you can download the app for free in the Play Store
or the Apple Store. https://bit.ly/2ZQ8Rty
Requirements
●
●
●
●
●

The films can have any production date.
It is always recommended to include English subtitles and especially in cases where
the language of the video is not English and is necessary to understand the work.
The user who uploads the video must be the author of the video or have the
intellectual property rights of the video.
The author of the video must have the image rights of all the people who appear on
it, as well as the rights to use any music containing
In case the credits exceed 10 minutes, these can be placed in the video description.

Terms and conditions
●
●

●

Agora may use any material that is added to the contest for promotional purposes for
the app itself
Stolen videos, third parties, pornographic content or that violate human rights or the
dignity of people are not allowed. Uploading videos that are not allowed may result in
the deletion of the user account and, if the law is violated, the complaint to the
relevant authorities.
Agora reserves the right to remove any video that does not comply with the terms
and conditions.

When you upload a work to Agora, the terms and conditions are automatically accepted
To read the full terms and conditions, go to the Legal Terms section in the app.
Additional provisions
These terms of participation may be supplemented or amended by Agora with any other
annexes it deems appropriate.
The interpretation thereof shall be the exclusive competence of Agora.

Categories and prizes
#ShortFilm2021 -> $25,000
#Documentary2021 -> $25,000
#MusicVideo2021 -> $25,000
#PlanetEarth2021 -> $10,000

#Shortfilm2021
What's that?
#Drama #Comedy #Animation #Thriller #Experimental #MotionGraphics #Sci-Fi #Action
#VideoArt
Duration
<10 minutes
Prizes
$25,000 for the Hero
Top 100 finalists can be promoted on channels and media around the world.
Contest
Agora's selection team chooses the 100 finalist videos and Agora users vote to decide the
best, the Hero, through a 6-round knockout system.
Competition phases
● Participation: From March 1st to September 20th.
● Score and selection: September 21st to November 14th.
● Vote: November 15th to January December 27th.
How is it selected?
A team of specialists analyzes each uploaded video and chooses the top 100. The stars that
each video has help at the time of selection but are not decisive.

#Documentary2021
What's that?
#Social #Journalism #Activism #Gender #People #Cultures #Music #Conflict
#ClimateChange #Cities #Games #Immigration #Work #Spirituality #Sports #Covid
Duration
<10 minutes
Prizes
$25,000 for the Hero
Top 100 finalists can be promoted on channels and media around the world
Contest
Agora's selection team chooses the 100 finalist videos and Agora users vote to decide the
best, the Hero, through a 6-round knockout system.
Competition phases
● Participation: From March 1st to September 20th.
● Score and selection: September 21st to November 14th.
● Vote: November 15th to December 27th
How is it selected?
A team of specialists analyzes each uploaded video and chooses the top 100. The stars that
each video has help at the time of selection but are not decisive.

#MusicVideo2021
What's that?
#MusicVideo
Duration
<10 minutes
Prizes
$25,000 for the Hero
Top 100 finalists can be promoted on channels and media around the world.
Contest
Agora's selection team chooses the 100 finalist videos and Agora users vote to decide the
best, the Hero, through a 6-round knockout system.
Competition phases
● Participation: From March 1st to September 20th.

●
●

Score and selection: from September 21st to November 14th.
Vote: From November 15th to January 2nd.

How is it selected?
A team of specialists analyzes each uploaded video and chooses the top 100. The stars that
each video has help at the time of selection but are not decisive.

#PlanetEarth2021
What's that?
#Nature #Animals #Landscape #Ocean #Wildlife #Sustainability #ClimateChange #Cosmos
Duration
<2 minutes

Prizes
$10,000 for the Hero
Top 50 finalists can be promoted on channels and media around the world

Contest
Agora's selection team chooses the top 50 videos and Agora users vote to decide the best,
the Hero. The contest is structured in 5 rounds of 10 videos each. The layout of the videos in
each round is random. The video you get the most votes in each round goes to the grand
final, the Top 5. The participant who gets the most votes in the top 5 will become the Hero.
Competition phases
● Participation: From February 25th to April 24th.
● Selection: April 24th to May 25th
● Vote: May 26th to June 17th
How is it selected?
A team of specialists analyzes each uploaded video and chooses the top 50. The stars that
each video has help at the time of selection but are not decisive.

